
Roofing 101
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Know Your Roof
❖ What kind of roof deck?

❖ How old is the roof?

❖ What kind of roof system is in place?

❖ How many roof systems are currently in place?

❖ What equipment or tenant specialized 
conditions cover the roof?

❖ Are the drains working properly?

❖ What is the leak history?
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Types of Roof Decks for Industrial Bldgs.

❖ Plywood - predominate in the West
❖ OSB - less expensive plywood 

alternate - 2nd most common
❖ Steel  
❖ Concrete - rare for industrial 
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Types of Roof Decks for Industrial Bldgs.
❖ Plywood ❖ OSB - Oriented Strand Board
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OSB is more susceptible to serious 
structural damage from moisture 



Types of Roof Decks for Industrial Bldgs.
❖ Steel ❖ Concrete
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Essential Roof Components

❖ Roof Drains
❖ Scuppers

Scupper

Scupper
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Scuppers

Missing strainer over drain 
leads to plugged drains



❖ Typical overflow and main drains
❖ Roof Drains need regular 

maintenance.

Overflow Drain
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Essential Roof Components Main Drain

Has a collar that prevents 
water from entering until it 

is 2” deep

Something is wrong in this picture 

Water coming out of both drain lines would 
indicate a partially plugged main drain, and 
water is flooding the roof. 

Overflow Drain Main Drain
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Essential Roof Components



Overflow drains should be visible to 
indicate a problem.  Water should 
NOT be draining through these!
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Overflow Drain OutletEssential Roof Components

Overflow scupper indicating the 
main drain could be plugged

Water should not come out of overflow drain or 
scupper UNLESS there’s a problem with the main 

drain. 

Overflow Scupper
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Essential Roof Components



Roof Perimeters

❖ Parapets
❖ Expansion Joints 

Expansion Joint

Parapet

Parapet
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❖ Coping 
❖ Metal Edge Flashing

Parapet with Coping

Coping

80% of all roof leaks occur at roof perimeters and 
penetrations 
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Roof Perimeters

Metal Edge Flashing



Curbs
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What is a curb?
❖ It is a curbed stand that holds equipment.
❖ Curbs are part of the roof system when 

covered and sealed.
❖ Industry standard is 8” in height.

This is a new curb for an HVAC that has not 
yet been flashed with BUR roofing material

Ancillary Roof Components

❖ HVAC Units
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Ancillary Roof Components

❖ HVAC Ducts - common leak source
❖ Hatch Safety Rails - OSHA requirement 
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Ancillary Roof Components

❖ UL Rated - fire
❖ OSHA Rated - fall
❖ Smoke Hatches
❖ Vented and Unvented
❖ Curb Mounted
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Skylights Vented Skylight 



Ancillary Roof Components

❖ South facing
❖ Usually a raised structure 
❖ Saw tooth configuration 
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Clerestory Windows

Ancillary Roof Components

❖ Penetrations                                       
❖ Exhaust Fans, Plumbing Vents, Electrical 

Conduit, Gas Lines…
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80% of all roof leaks occur at roof perimeters and 
penetrations 



Conduit Lines
❖ Need to be supported 8’-10’ on center.
❖ Supported by rubber/metal/wood blocks 

and bracketed.
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Unsupported
Properly mounted and bracketed

3 Primary Roofing Options

Tear-Off / Re-Roof
Recover - Single Ply 
directly over a BUR                   

(Built-up Roof)
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Coatings over Single Ply 
or BUR



What Can a Core Sample Tell You?

❖ How many Roof Systems are currently 
on the roof.

❖ How thick previous roof systems were 
applied.

❖ Moisture
❖ Deterioration of roof deck.
❖ Deterioration of roof system(s).
❖ Deterioration of insulation.
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Is a Roof Moisture Survey 
Necessary?
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Damp / wet 
insulation

Dry

Infrared

Electronic Leak Detection (ELD)

Delmhorst meter



When is Roof Tear-Off Necessary?
❖ Insulation is wet
❖ 2 roofs in place - code limits 2 roof systems at a time 

due to the structural load. Does not include coatings.
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2 BURs and Damp Insulation

When is Roof Tear-Off Necessary?

Structural deficiency, typically 
caused when water has 
damaged structural 
components or substantial 
deck deterioration. 
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Recover
❖ Single Ply - Thermoplastics

• PVC - Warrantees are generally better than TPO and a 50-year 
track record.

• TPO - Warrantees vary, and has a history of mixed 
performance results.

❖ Spray Polyurethane Foam (SPF)
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Coatings
Acrylic
• Organic - deteriorates up to 1 mil per year
• Cheaper by 20-30%
• Spray Application

Silicone 
• Inorganic - does not lose mil thickness.
• Longer, more inclusive warranties.
• Spray Application
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Irregular shaped roofs 
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❖ Spray Polyurethane Foam (SPF) over a BUR 
❖ Ideal for irregular shaped roofs 

Before and After
❖ Roof Recover with SPF and Acrylic coating.

❖ SPF must be coated.

❖ Conduit mounted and bracketed properly.

❖ New roof hatch railing installed for safety.
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Walls Need to be Inspected too

EIFS system on top of wall is 
damaged
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EIFS = Exterior Insulation Finishing System

Damage to these areas is considered a 
“roof leak” and should be treated as such.

Metal coping should have covered this.

Tile Features
❖ Loose sections can blow off and be a 

life safety hazard.
❖ Not thought of frequently as 

maintenance issue.
❖ Cracked mortar leaks and is also 

blown off.
❖ These areas should be inspected 

regularly and fixed when the roof is 
replaced or repaired.
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Expansion Joints

Expansion joints between building sections 
may need to be replaced or repaired.
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How Much Will it Cost?

❖ How much equipment is on the roof?

❖ How is the access?

❖ Location of the property.

❖ Schedule urgency.

❖ Amount of equipment, penetrations, etc.

❖ Does the deck need repair or replacement?
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❖ Is the insulation damaged (wet) or need more 
‘R’ Value?

❖ How long will you hold the asset?

❖ What kind of warranty? 

• Material only  

• 10 Year NDL  

• 20 Year NDL

Pricing Variables
Great question!



Warranties
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Labor Warranty
❖ Covers labor to repair leaks - usually does not cover materials

Material Warranty
❖ Only provides Mfgr’s materials that are necessary to make the repairs.
❖ Owner or Tenant is responsible for labor costs associated with repairs.

NDL Warranty - No Dollar Limit 
❖ The “Gold Standard” in the roofing industry 

• Not all manufacturers perform the same way and vary with exclusions 
❖ Covers all LABOR and MATERIALS to fix the leak

• Does NOT cover cost of damage to interior spaces, equipment and loss of use

Warranties
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This is a sample of the plaque each building 
gets when the project is completed.  It is 
usually mounted behind the roof ladder.  

It contains the Warranty No. which is 
essential when filing a Warranty claim



Tenant Modifications

❖ Improper flashing can result in leaks.
❖ Maintenance of grease traps and oil 

pans are essential. 
❖ TV cables, wires, additional HVAC, 

exhaust fans and other equipment 
installed by the tenant need to be 
regularly and properly maintained.

❖ Improvements improperly installed 
or neglected can VOID warranties.
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Insurance Claims

❖ Acts of nature like extreme wind, hail or 
tree branches.

❖ Know your insurance policy.
❖ Your warranty does not cover an insurance 

claim.
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Damage from Hurricane Charlie



Regular Maintenance
❖ Drains need to be cleared of any debris.
❖ “Break Room” clean-up. (some roofs are used as 

unauthorized break rooms (when stairs lead to the roof)
❖ Look for any damage by fallen tree limbs.
❖ Mechanical Technicians can cause damage to the roof. 

(Tools and old equipment are commonly left behind.)
❖ Know your roof and what material would be used to 

repair damages.
❖ Have a list of procedures and appropriate materials to 

be used for each roof
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